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Abstract

A multiscale simulator for alumina film growth inside a nanoporous material during an atomic layer
deposition process is developed. The model combines a continuum description at the macroscopic
level of precursor gas transport inside a nanopore during exposure to each of the two precursor species
(trimethyaluminum and water) with a lattice Monte Carlo simulation of the film growth on the micro-
scopic scale. Simulation results are presented for both the Monte Carlo simulation and for the multiscale
system, the latter illustrating how nonuniform deposition along the nanopore can occur when insufficient
precursor exposure levels are used.

1 Simulation of film growth in ALD

Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) is a thin film deposition process in which the growth surface is exposed
to reactive precursor gases in an alternating fashion. A characteristic of the surface adsorption and
reaction mechanisms is that they are normally self limiting, allowing for atomically accurate control of
film thickness and uniform deposition over complex surface topologies.

ALD is an important unit operation in manufacturing nanoscale devices. ALD, in fact, is the key
enabling technology in Intel’s current 45nm transistor technology where it is used to deposit the HfO2

gate oxide [2]. Another example of ALD use is the production of the nanolaminates for large-scale
flat-panel electroluminescence displays [11]. ALD has even greater potential in future manufacturing
and research applications, such as in the deposition of gate dielectrics for carbon nanotube transitors
[12], nanoelectrodes for studying single molecules [9], and other nanoparticle [10] and nanolaminate [6]
applications.

ALD is an inherently dynamic process characterized by multiple time scales: a faster time scale cor-
responding to the molecular events taking place during each exposure cycle, and the slower overall
nucleation and steady growth1 time scales [8]. Likewise, multiple length scales are found in these sys-
tems where macroscopic length scales (100’s of µm) correspond to gas phase transport effects, and
microscopic scales characterize the atomistic nature of the film growth. An approach to coupling mod-
eling elements across these scales to simulate ALD growth of alumina films inside nanopores of high
aspect ratio is the topic of this letter.

1.1 Al2O3 ALD

We consider Al2O3 ALD, one of the most widely studied ALD systems (see, e.g., [3, 14]) and the
material system used to modify nanostructured catalytic membrane pore size [5, 13]. Amorphous Al2O3

1The cycle-integrated growth rate defining the total film thickness added during each exposure cycle.
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PA =

↓ from / to → 1 2 3 4

3 1 0 0 0

4 1 0 0 0

6 0 1 0 0

8 0 0 0.5 0.5

PW =

↓ from / to → 2 5 6 7 8

1 1 0 0 0 0

2 0 0 0 1 0

4 0 0 1 0 0

5 0 0.9 0.1 0 0

7 0 0 0 0 1

Table 1: Transition probability arrays states during TMA (PA) and water (PW ) exposures.

films can be grown from alternate exposures of the growth surface to TMA (Al(CH3)3) and water. To
simulate film growth using a lattice Monte Carlo (MC) method, we first discretize the growth surface
into a lattice, with lattice element size determined by the minimum number of surface groups necessary
to allow for the correct film stoichiometry (Fig. 1) and experimentally measured growth-per-cycle (GPC)
rates of typically 1.1Å per ALD processing cycle.
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Figure 1: Ideal Al2O3 ALD, after [3], showing the reactions resulting from exposure to TMA (left top)
and then to water (left bottom); lattice states 1-8 and a graph of the potential transitions between
states (right) during TMA (red arows) and water (blue) exposures; ME denotes CH3 surface groups.

Represented in Fig. 1 (left) are the reactions that take place under ideal ALD conditions during exposure
of the growth surface to sufficient dosages of TMA and then to water. In reality, exposure of the growth
surface to each of the precursors does not guarantee complete conversion of the surface groups and
this simple picture cannot describe nucleation, therefore, a more accurate picture of the configuration
of each lattice site is obtained by enumerating all possible lattice states (Fig. 1, right). The probability
that a lattice site changes from one state to another when a TMA or water precursor molecule interacts
with that site is quantified by the transition probabilities associated with the edges of this directed
graph. We see that this graph-based framework for understanding the ALD process gives insight into
the details of what takes place in the idealized view of ALD presented in Fig 1, showing the different
paths one can take from state 1 (all CH3 surface groups) to state 8 (fully hydroxylated surface) and
back again. Notice, also, that stoichiometry is preserved regardless of the cycle taken in this graph.
Transition probabilities associated with each edge of the graph are given in Table 1, where for each
transition array, the diagonal elements are P(i , i) = 1−

∑8
j=1,j 6=i P(i , j). A more detailed discussion of

this surface reaction model is provided in [4].
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1.2 The MC algorithm

As stated previously, the ALD process is inherently dynamic, with the growth surface exposed to a time
dependent precursor partial-pressure profile that depends on gas-phase transport and surface reactions
on the scale of the overall deposition system. In our simulation approach, we focus on a microscopic
region of the growth surface and discretize this region into an N × N grid of lattice sites, stored as
an array X . During each exposure cycle, we consider a total of Mi possible transition events, where
Mi = aZ (T )δiτiN

2 where δi is a mean partial pressure of the precursor i = A,W during the exposure
cycle, τi is the period over which the growth surface is exposed, Z (T ) is the temperature-dependent
wall collision frequency of the gas per unit area, and a is a constant. This means we fix the number
of MC iteration steps during each exposure, rather than the overall time of the half cycle (as would be
done in a kinetic MC approach [7]).

During each half reaction period (i = A,W ), m = 1, ... , Mi Monte Carlo iterations are performed in
which a lattice site is randomly chosen and the state of that site σ = Xj ,k is determined. The state is
used to identify the appropriate row in transition probability array Pi , and a second random number is
generated (uniformly distributed in the unit interval) and is compared to the cumulative sum of row σ
of Pi , determining which transition (if any) takes place. A full exposure cycle consists of MA iterations
corresponding to the TMA precursor exposure, and MW iterations for water.
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Figure 2: Representative results of the MC algorithm showing the states of the growth surface lattice
after 1, 2, and 50 cycles (from the left) and the corresponding surface state distributions.

1.3 Results

Representative results of our microscopic simulator are shown in the form of surface region snapshots
in Fig. 2. In this figure, we see that the initial condition of the growth surface is the hydroxilated native
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Figure 3: Overall film growth (growth per cycle,
GPC, in Å) versus cycle number for a range of
precursor exposure levels δA illustrating the nu-
cleation and steady growth phases as well as the
self-limiting nature of ALD at sufficiently high
precursor exposure levels.

oxide surface of a silicon wafer (state 5 of Fig. 1), and after one exposure cycle (cycle 2), little has
changed. This corresponds to the nucleation stage of film growth; subsequent cycles (e.g., cycle 50),
show a much wider range of surface states during this ALD process.

The mean incorporation rate of aluminum can be used to determine the growth rate after each cycle;
plotting the dynamics of film growth in terms of GPC (Å of growth per cycle), we see by Fig. 3 the
distinct nucleation phase followed by steady film growth. One of the key features of ALD – that the
growth becomes self-limited when the surface is not starved for precursors – is seen in this figure. Ideal
ALD growth is found for precursor exposure levels of δA = 6 or more. We note that δW = 3δA/2 in this
simulation.

2 Multiscale simulation

To simulate a complete ALD process in a real physical system, we combine the microscopic scale
film growth simulator with significantly longer length scale descriptions of gas phase transport and
film thickness profiles along the length of a 250µm nanopore (Fig. 4). Consider a highly simplified
description of gas phase transport and surface reaction of the TMA precursor in a nanopore, where gas
phase transport is described by Knudsen diffusion2:

∂pA

∂t
=

∂

∂s
DAπR2(s)

∂pA

∂s
− πR(s)CA(pA) (1)

where pA(s, t) is the partial pressure of TMA inside the nanopore, R(s) is the local pore radius, 0 ≤ s ≤ 1
is the dimensionless axial coordinate of the pore, and CA is the local consumption rate of the TMA
precursor by the surface reaction. A similar modeling equation exists for the water partial pressure.
Because ALD is a cyclic process, one simplification we use is to average (1) over the TMA exposure
(half) cycle, giving a local precursor dosage δA for the TMA precursor (δW for water) as a function of
spatial position along the pore:

δA(s) =

∫ τA

0
pA(s, t)dt, cA(δA(s)) =

∫ τA

0
CA(pA(s, t))dt.

2See the work on tungsten CVD in a trench by Cale and co-workers, e.g., [15] for justification of this modeling approach.
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The resulting boundary value problem, subject to a specified exposure level at each end of the pore
(s = 0, 1) is given by:

d

ds
DAR2(s)

dδA

ds
− R(s)cA(δA) = 0 subject to δA(0) = δA(1) = δo

A.

The boundary value problems are discretized using orthogonal collocation [1]; note that the dose-
averaged rate terms cA must be evaluated at each collocation point using the lattice Monte Carlo
simulators, resulting in a numerical problem combining a pore-scale continuum description of transport
in the nanopore and a sequence of microscopic simulator elements (Fig. 4) for film growth.

R(s)
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W
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W
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s2 sNc

!A(s), !W(s) Figure 4: Pore geometry illus-
trating the macroscopic scale
s over which which the cycle-
averaged TMA and water par-
tial pressures (δA and δW , re-
spectively) are defined. Individ-
ual MC models are evaluated at
the collocation points sn.

The macroscopic variables for the system are the half-cycle averaged precursor partial pressures δA(s)
and δW (s), and because of the stochastic nature of the microscopic models that are used to determine
cA and cW , the spatially discretized modeling equations cannot be written explicitly. Instead, the current
solution profile estimates δA(s) and δW (s) are used to determine the number of MC simulation steps
in a sequence of microscopic simulations, each located at one of the collocation points, determining
the local reactant consumption rate cA(sn) and cW (sn). The residuals of the modeling equations thus
are determined; during each microscopic simulation, we also compute the sensitivity of each cA(sn) and
cW (sn) to δA(sn) and δW (sn), respectively. These sensitivities, along with the collocation discretization
arrays for the differential terms in the macroscopic modeling equations, define the elements of the
Jacobian array needed for the Newton-Raphson procedure used to iteratively solve the macroscopic
modeling equations.

The entire numerical approach is implemented using object-oriented elements of MATLAB, and repre-
sentative results are shown in Fig. 5. In this simulation, the nanopore initially has a uniform radius of
100Å and the boundary condition precursor exposure levels are chosen as δo

A = 2 and δo
W = 3, levels

that normally result in slight starvation of the growth surface. The TMA and water precursors diffuse
into the open ends of the nanopore during each exposure step, and a portion is adsorbed onto the pore
walls. Early in the deposition process (e.g., after cycle 2), we observe only a small amount of precursor
depletion in the innermost regions of the pore. However, the depletion effects grow with increasing
number of deposition cycles, leading to preferential deposition near the pore mouths, further accelerat-
ing the development of the cycle-averaged precursor partial pressure δA(s) gradients. The simulations
were performed for a total of 170 ALD cycles, after which the pore mouths essentially close, preventing
further deposition within the pore. This example illustrates the potential for our numerical methods to
capture the correct reaction and transport phenomena of the ALD process.
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Figure 5: Deposited pore film thickness is shown in white, original pore outline in blue, along with the
gas phase TMA time-averaged partial pressure. Profiles correspond to cycle 2 (top), 85 (middle), and
170 (bottom), where near pore closure occurs in the last. δo

A = 2 and δo
W = 3 in this simulation.
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3 Conclusions

A multiscale simulator for the atomic layer deposition of alumina inside a nanoporous material was
presented that incorporated two major numerical ideas novel to our approach:

• The spatially distributed and time-dependent problem was simplified by considering the half-cycle
averaged equations; this also simplified the microscopic simulations because kinetic (dynamic)
Monte Carlo simulations were not required;

• Because the spatially distributed microscopic simulators are not correlated, the sensitivity of each
microscopic model’s prediction of local precursor consumption rate depends only on local, cycle-
averaged precursor exposure levels. This observation greatly simplifies construction of the Jacobian
array because the off-diagonal elements correspond only to macroscopic-scale modeling terms (the
collocation discretiztion arrays).

Combined, these two important numerical simplifications results in a computationally efficient simulator,
useful for exploring factors that give rise to nonuniformities in pore size modification by ALD processes.
A more systematic study of simulator predictions is underway.
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